1. Introduction

Deltas worldwide are home to over 300 million people (Edmonds et al., 2020), and are threatened with widespread land loss due to their naturally low elevation, increasing relative sea level rise (RSLR), and reduced sediment supply (Hoitink et al., 2020; Nienhuis et al., 2020). Deltaic islands represent the primary land-building unit of active delta topsets, buffer storm surge, and store carbon (Paola et al., 2011; Shields et al., 2017). Therefore, understanding what sets the size and shape of deltaic islands and how they respond to RSLR is critical for assessing the vulnerability of deltas, developing sustainable delta management strategies, and climate adaptation.

Deltaic islands are bound by relatively persistent channel networks (Figure 1). Island size, as measured via the island half-width, is typically on the order of hundreds of channel depths (Figure 1). Smaller secondary channels connect the primary channels to island interiors, and can grow and anneal on decadal time scales (Figure 1). The mechanisms producing secondary channels and their role in nourishing island interiors to combat RSLR remain poorly constrained (Esposito et al., 2020; Hiatt & Passalacqua, 2015).

An island may be considered stable if its aggradation rate balances RSLR. The aggradation rate is sometimes approximated as uniform (Giosan et al., 2014), however, advection and settling models predict sedimentation rates that decline exponentially toward island interiors (Day et al., 2008). In that case, islands might be unstable and respond to RSLR through drowning of their interiors. However, secondary channels provide a potential
mechanism to nourish island interiors (Nienhuis et al., 2018; Rowland et al., 2009; Slingerland & Smith, 1998), potentially accounting for the sediment deficit left from overbank advection-settling.

We hypothesize that—whereas overbank sedimentation, modeled via advection and settling, results in an exponential sedimentation profile, because there is no mechanism for removing sediment once it is deposited—the addition of bed sediment entrainment in conjunction with advection/settling is sufficient to generate autogenic secondary channels. Here, rather than treating islands as landforms with a fixed geometry, we built a morphodynamic model to explore how these two mechanisms control deltaic island size and response to RSLR. Even

Figure 1. Satellite imagery of deltaic islands from Google Earth, with red arrows indicating secondary channels, and white dashed lines tracing primary channels. Scale bars indicate approximate island size $L$, characterized by the half-width, where $h$ is the primary channel depth. (a) Mississippi River Delta, Louisiana, USA. (b) Paraná River Delta. (c–f) Wax Lake Delta, Louisiana, USA in 2009, 2019, 1990, and 2019 respectively. Pairs (c and d) and (e and f) are at the same location.
though our model is highly simplified, it generates complex and unanticipated behavior. Using a simplified model allows us to probe parameter space and better understand a new potential mechanism by which islands accrete in response to RSLR.

2. Methods

We developed a 1D model of a deltaic island representing a transect with an evolving bed from the island edge to its interior (Figure 2). To find whether secondary channels alone can produce stable islands, we neglected other potentially important island processes: vegetation, which affects roughness (Baptist et al., 2007), and produces aggradation via organic accretion (Kirwan et al., 2010; Lorenzo-Trueba et al., 2012), 2D effects such as flow spreading and interactions between secondary channels, stratification effects on the primary channel vertical concentration profile, and we assumed a single bed-material grain size.

Water depth, $h$, was calculated from the gradually varied flow equation:

$$\frac{dh}{dx} = \frac{-\frac{d\eta}{dx} - c_f Fr^2}{1 - Fr^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $\eta$ is bed elevation, $x$ is distance from primary channel, $c_f$ is friction coefficient, and $Fr$ is Froude number (Text S1 in Supporting Information S1; Chow, 1959). We set $c_f = 0.01$ based on small sand-bed rivers (Trampush et al., 2014). The downstream boundary was specified by sea level $\zeta_L$, increasing at a constant rate of RSLR.

Figure 2. (a) Schematic of our model showing the primary channel boundary condition, and the bed elevation $\eta(x)$ of the island from $x = 0$ to $x = L$. $h_p$, $c_p$, and $\zeta_p$ are the primary channel depth, concentration, and water level, respectively. $q$ is the unit water discharge, $c(x)$ and $E(x)$ are the concentration and entrainment, respectively, $h(x)$ is the water depth, $w_s$ is the settling velocity, $r_0$ is the mean to near-bed concentration ratio, and $\zeta_L$ is the downstream water level. (b) Example of sedimentation rate profiles where levee sedimentation keeps pace with relative sea level rise, and an example where the entire island drowns.
In order to find the unit discharge entering the island $q$, Equation 1 was iterated such that the water level at the upstream boundary matched the primary channel water level $\zeta_P$, written:

$$\zeta_P = \zeta(0) + \frac{q^2}{2gh(0)^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where the final term represents a correction for the conversion of potential energy to kinetic energy (Sturm, 2010).

We assumed a constant water surface slope $\Delta \zeta_P - \Delta \zeta_L$ across the island, implying that the primary channel water level rises at the same rate as the sea level at the downstream boundary. For simulations modeled after specific deltas, we assumed an island water surface slope of twice the delta down-channel water surface slope unless otherwise specified, consistent with observations (Hiatt & Passalacqua, 2017); model sensitivity to this choice is explored in Section 5.

We solved for depth-averaged sediment concentration over the island, $c(x)$, by mass balance (Parker, 2004):

$$\frac{dc}{dx} = (-r_0c + E) \frac{w_s}{q}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $r_0$ is the ratio of depth-averaged to near-bed sediment concentration (Parker et al., 1987), $w_s$ is the settling velocity, and $E$ is entrainment of bed sediment, calculated according to van Rijn (1984) and Brownlie (1981) (Text S1 in Supporting Information S1). For simplicity, we used $r_0 = 7$ (Text S1 in Supporting Information S1) and explored sensitivity to this choice (Figure S1 in Supporting Information S1). We found $c(0)$ by averaging the Rouse profile from the primary channel (Rouse, 1937; Vanoni, 1946) over the depth of the flow entering the island ($z = \zeta_P - h(0)$ to $z = \zeta_P$; Text S1 in Supporting Information S1). The bed evolved through time according to mass conservation:

$$\frac{\partial \eta}{\partial t} = \frac{(r_0c - E) w_s}{1 - \lambda^\frac{z}{w_s}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where $\lambda$ is the bed porosity.

### 3. Zero-Entrainment Model

When sediment entrainment is $E = 0$, Equation 3 can be integrated and substituted into Equation 4 to yield an exponential sedimentation profile:

$$\frac{\partial \eta}{\partial t} = \frac{c(0)r_0 w_s}{1 - \lambda^\frac{z}{w_s}} e^{-\frac{r_0 w_s}{q}t}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

The quantity $\frac{w_s}{w_r}$ is known as the advection length (Ganti et al., 2014), which is the characteristic distance traveled by an advected sediment particle before settling to the bed. A small advection length implies a rapid decay in sedimentation, with sedimentation focused near the island edge, whereas a large advection length yields closer to uniform sedimentation into the island interior. Depending on the balance between sedimentation and RSLR, part or all of the island may drown (Figure 2b).

Results show that when sedimentation rate at the upstream island edge exceeds RSLR, in which case the depth over the levee decreases, the concentration $c(0)$ set by the primary channel Rouse profile decreases accordingly. Eventually, due to the decreased sediment concentration, the levee sedimentation rate matches RSLR. Under this condition, the island interior gradually drowns due to slow sedimentation associated with the exponential sedimentation rate profile, while the levee keeps pace (Figure S2 in Supporting Information S1, Movie S1). A second possibility is that even the maximum $c(0)$ is insufficient for sedimentation to keep pace with RSLR, in which case the entire island drowns (Figure S3 in Supporting Information S1, Movie S2).

Although a large advection length allows for increased sediment delivery to the island interior, potentially resulting in a stable island profile, it also results in reduced sediment retention, with sediment bypassing the island altogether. This tradeoff is illustrated by integrating $\frac{\partial \eta}{\partial t}$ over the domain length $L$:

$$\int_0^L \frac{\partial \eta}{\partial t} \, dx = \frac{qc(0)}{1 - \lambda^\frac{z}{w_s}} \left(1 - e^{-\frac{r_0 w_s L}{q}}\right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)
From Equation 6, as the ratio of advection length to island size \( L \) increases, a decreasing fraction of the incoming sediment supply is retained within the island (Figure S4 in Supporting Information S1). Thus, while large advection lengths may be one possible way to sustain uniform deposition, a small fraction of sediment is retained on the island, and therefore, this is unlikely to be sufficient for islands to maintain stability under high RSLR.

4. Stable and Unstable Island Regimes

We considered model behavior with bed sediment entrainment included. We found two regimes of island dynamics. The first is an oscillating regime (Figure 3a, Movie S3), where the island maintained a stable profile on average but the discharge into the island fluctuated autogenically, which we interpreted as secondary channel growth through incision followed by aggradation and annealing. Instantaneous sedimentation rates did not match RSLR. However, averaged over a cycle of secondary channel incision and aggradation, sedimentation matched RSLR.
We explored the physical mechanisms driving oscillations through an example modeled after the Mississippi River Delta (Figure 3). At time T1, sedimentation in the upstream part of the island balanced sea level, but the interior drowned due to the exponential falloff in sedimentation expected from advection and settling (Figure 3b). Drowning resulted in increased interior depth, yielding a shallower water surface slope across the interior (increased water depth conveys the same water discharge at a decreased slope), and therefore a steepened surface slope over the levee to match the primary channel water level. The steepened upstream slope increased \( q \), causing entrainment, \( E \), to increase and exceed the settling flux relative to RSLR. Therefore, from T1-T2, the flow depth began to increase, triggering a positive feedback where increased upstream flow depth increased \( q \), which in turn increased \( E \). As the upstream part of the secondary channel continued to incise, it conveyed sediment toward the island interior, causing island interior aggradation via secondary channel progradation (Figure 3b). From T2-T3, upstream incision and progradation continued, producing relief between the new deposit and the antecedent drowned topography (Figure 3c). Eventually, at T3, \( q \) began to decrease due to (a) increased \( \frac{c(0)}{c(x)} \) by tapping into the deeper, higher concentration portion of the primary channel concentration-depth profile, increasing levee sedimentation, and (b) decreased interior flow depth due to aggradation, which caused the levee water surface slope to decrease (similar to the slope increase caused by interior drowning explained above). As \( q \) declined, the upstream portion of the island aggraded because of reduced \( E \), while the island interior resumed drowning due to reduced sediment supply (Figure 3d). At T4, the secondary channel continued to aggrade, cutting off sediment supply to the island interior, causing further drowning (Figure 3e), setting up the condition for the cycle to repeat (T1).

Through the mechanism of secondary channel growth and annealing, the majority of the island achieved a quasi-steady regime where it aggraded at a pace equal to RSLR when averaged over many secondary channel growth cycles. However, in this example, the far downstream part of the island drowned continuously, analogous to the quasi-stable condition observed for the zero-entrainment model, because the island water surface slope was insufficient to drive sediment to the downstream island edge. The oscillating regime represents a stable or quasi-stable island condition, depending on whether the entirety of the island keeps pace with RSLR. For the Mississippi scenario, along with other deltas with parameter values obtained from Chadwick et al. (2020), we obtained oscillation periods on the order of tens to hundreds of years (Figures 3a and 4b, Table S1 in Supporting Information S1), consistent with growth and annealing over decades in Figures 1c–1f.

In addition to the oscillating regime, which forms quasi-steady island topography, the model produced an additional regime where the secondary channel grew to become a stable, primary channel (Movie S4). In this regime, the instantaneous sedimentation rate balanced RSLR across the entire island length, that is, \( \frac{\partial c}{\partial t} = \frac{\lambda}{w} \). Substituting this condition into Equations 3 and 4 yields:

\[ c(x) = c(0) - \frac{\zeta_L'(1 - \lambda)}{q} x \]  

(7)

\[ E(x) = r_0c(x) - \frac{\zeta_L'(1 - \lambda)}{w_s} \]  

(8)

which represents a steady state, where both concentration and entrainment decrease linearly across the island. The steady state channel is relatively deep, and there is a balance between sediment settling and entrainment and RSLR, similar to any alluvial river channel at topographic steady state. Therefore, we interpret the steady state
condition as a primary channel. This regime therefore corresponds to an unstable island size, that is, the channel would be a stable feature splitting the island into two islands, not a secondary channel nourishing the island interior.

To explore whether islands tend toward bisection or remain within the oscillating regime, we developed a procedure for solving for the steady state island profile $\eta(x)$ and corresponding levee depth $h(0)$, and determining whether the solution is attracting or repelling (Text S2 and Figure S5 in Supporting Information S1). Additionally, we found the minimum discharge for sediment supply to maintain the island ($E(L) = 0$). We defined a phase space for island stability in terms of normalized levee depth $\frac{\eta - \eta(0)}{h_p}$ and normalized island size $L = \frac{L}{h_p}$ (Figure 4a, Figure S6 in Supporting Information S1). For a given $L$, and an initial depth greater than the repelling steady state, the island will tend toward the attracting steady state solution, representing island bisection. Alternatively, for an initial depth less than the repelling steady state, the depth decreases initially, and islands tend toward the oscillating regime, representing a stable or quasi-stable island. The attracting and repelling steady state solutions intersect in a saddle-node bifurcation. For $L$, smaller than this intersection point, islands are inevitably stable, because entrainment is insufficient to maintain a steady state solution, resulting in the oscillating regime. Additionally, for large island sizes, there is no repelling steady state, and the island is inevitably bisected, because a secondary channel would not provide adequate sediment supply for the island to keep pace with RSLR. For intermediate island sizes, both stable and unstable islands are possible, depending on the initial condition. Complicating this picture, for some simulations within the oscillating regime, we found that the water discharge overshoots during the secondary channel growth stage, causing the island to tend toward the unstable regime (Figure S7 in Supporting Information S1).

Island size primarily influences stability through its effect on the water level gradient of the island. Although the water level difference between the primary channel and the secondary channel is linearly proportional to $L$, the water level drop due to the energy correction in Equation 8 is independent of $L$; therefore, the water level gradient increases with $L$. For low $L$, the water level gradient is insufficient to drive sufficient entrainment to satisfy (Equation 8), so no steady state solutions are obtained (Figure 4a). For larger $L$, two steady state solutions are obtained, one at low depth and one at high depth. The low-depth solution is repelling, because an increase in depth triggers a larger increase in entrainment (via increased discharge) than it does input sediment concentration (depth increase leads to runaway erosion; depth decrease leads to runaway sedimentation). The high-depth solution is attracting, because increased depth causes input sediment concentration to increase more rapidly than entrainment. Finally, for the $E(L) = 0$ curve, depth increases with $L$, in order for the channel to convey increased $q$, because larger islands require higher sediment input to keep pace with sea level; the approach of this curve toward the repelling steady state limits maximum island size.

5. Model Sensitivity Analysis

We explored the effect of RSLR on the stable island (oscillating) regime. Figure 4b shows $q(t)$ for different RSLR, holding all other parameters constant, based on the Mississippi River Delta. As RSLR increases, the minimum and mean $q$ entering the island increase, implying that increased RSLR results in larger, more persistent secondary channels. This response allows secondary channels to deliver and deposit more sediment in order to compensate for the increased rate of accommodation generation due to RSLR. The response of oscillation amplitude and period is more complex: a doubling of RSLR causes less frequent but larger oscillations, but increasing RSLR by a factor of five resulted in a steady state solution, because the increased RSLR kept interior depths high, preventing secondary channel annealing. The range of stable island sizes is also affected by RSLR (Figure 5a), particularly the maximum stable island size. This is because for a fixed sediment supply, larger RSLR requires a smaller island size for sediment supply to exactly balance accommodation generation. Additionally, secondary channels may nourish an area wider than their width. To test the effect of nourishment width, that is, the width maintained by sedimentation from a single secondary channel, we scaled bed elevation change through Equation 4 by the ratio of secondary channel width to nourishment width, and we found increased nourishment width decreases oscillation period (Figure S8 in Supporting Information S1).

Island size predictions are sensitive to island water surface slope (Figure 5b). We assumed for our Mississippi scenario that the island water slope was twice the delta slope. The minimum unstable island size increases dramatically as slope decreases, because larger island sizes produce a larger internal water level gradient within
As $L_*$ increases, the internal water level gradient approaches the imposed slope. For low island slopes, entrainment is insufficient to satisfy (Equation 8), so no minimum island size is obtained. Additionally, in Figure 5b, for island-to-delta slope ratios less than around 1.8, the maximum and minimum island sizes are relatively large. Here, the maximum and minimum island sizes coincide because larger islands require a larger $q$ to drive sufficient sediment supply to balance accommodation generation, causing the repelling steady state to disappear.

Next, we investigated model sensitivity to the entrainment threshold $\tau_{cr}$, which can be influenced by cohesive sediment or vegetation. Increasing $\tau_{cr}$ caused a shift toward larger island sizes (Figure 5c and Figure S9 in Supporting Information S1); in Figure 5c, a less than factor-of-two increase triggered an island size increase by two orders of magnitude. This occurs because increased entrainment threshold necessitates a higher water level gradient for the steady state entrainment profile (Equation 8), and to increase the effective island water level gradient, $L_*$ must increase.

Figure 5d shows the predicted range of island sizes for various deltas with parameter values obtained from Chadwick et al. (2020), from the minimum size for bisection to the maximum size for stability (Text S1 and Figure S10 in Supporting Information S1). Our intention is not to compare the island size distributions between deltas in detail, but rather to show that model sensitivity trends are consistent across a range of realistic base
parameters. We found that an increase in entrainment threshold or decrease in slope increases stable island sizes, and an increase in RSLR decreases the maximum stable island size.

Although quantifying deltaic island size is challenging and potentially subjective, we obtained estimates for the average and range of island sizes for the deltas in Figure 5d on the basis of 10–20 measurements from satellite images of the active delta topsets (Figures S12–S18 in Supporting Information S1); the Nile, Upper Rhone, Magdalena, and Yellow do not form islands. Under the base set of parameters, island sizes tended to be small compared to measurements (Figure 5d). However, we found that a modest increase in entrainment threshold can significantly increase predicted island size, which is reasonable if cohesive sediment or vegetation is present (Jacobs et al., 2011; Mitchener & Torfs, 1996). The island water level slope is also a major control; our assumption that the island slope is twice the delta slope decreased predicted island sizes, but without this assumption, we did not obtain a minimum stable island size for the Mississippi scenario. For most deltas, a combination of reduced island slope and increased entrainment threshold increased island sizes to within the measured ranges. We also found that a factor of two increase in RSLR has a negligible effect on minimum island size for bisection, but decreases the maximum stable island size. This suggests that the island size distribution of deltas will narrow under increased 21st century rates of RSLR due to bisection of large islands.

6. Discussion and Conclusions

Predictions of deltaic land loss are based primarily on calculating the sediment available to aggrade the delta top, assuming present-day delta shape, at the rate of RSLR (Giosan et al., 2014; Syvitski et al., 2009). These analyses have led to important and sometimes dire warnings about the fate of our coastlines (Blum & Roberts, 2009; Tessler et al., 2015). Our results do not contradict these warnings, but suggest that delta response to RSLR can be more dynamic.

Secondary channels with autogenic oscillations provide a mechanism for producing stable islands with a uniform aggradation rate keeping pace with RSLR on average, in contrast to the zero-entrainment model's non-uniform accretion rates. This suggests that islands do not passively drown if under-supplied with sediment. Instead, they self organize to deliver more sediment to the island interior, predominantly by maintaining larger and more persistent secondary channels. However, when the hydraulic slope is small, secondary channels are not always adequate for delivering sediment deep into the island interior, resulting in a quasi-stable condition where only part of the island keeps pace with RSLR. Furthermore, mass balance for the delta as a whole still applies: if islands upstream in the delta receive more sediment due to increased RSLR, then primary channel sediment concentrations decline farther downstream, causing islands to be unable to keep pace with RSLR. Here, secondary channels may act to increase sediment retention by routing sediment to islands where it can be more easily retained, rather than bypassing the delta through primary channels. Additionally, as discharge to islands increases, our assumption that the primary channel is unaffected by sediment and water loss to the island may break down, and as shown in Figure S11 of Supporting Information S1, island size predictions are sensitive to changes in primary channel concentration and depth.

Despite the simplified approach we use in this paper, our model generates complex and unexpected behavior, providing insight into a new potential mechanism for island accretion. Because our model is 1D, it does not include potentially important effects such as flow spreading or competition for nourishment area between multiple secondary channels within an individual island (Lazarus et al., 2020; Shaw et al., 2016), and does not yield a prediction for secondary channel width. We neglected sediment redistribution associated with tides and waves, which could compensate for the sediment deficit of the zero-entrainment model. We assumed constant river discharge, and although stage fluctuations are fast compared to decadal-scale island morphodynamics, they could enhance secondary channel erosion via higher water slopes during the hydrograph rising limb. Despite its simplicity, under certain realistic parameter choices, our model generates island sizes consistent with field estimates (Figure 5).

Whereas previous work has focused on the dynamics of channel-splitting to explain delta planform geometry (Edmonds & Slingerland, 2007; Ke et al., 2019; Shaw et al., 2018), our work indicates that deltaic island size is regulated by morphodynamic feedbacks. We found that large deltaic islands are inevitably bisected, implying that they are unstable features, which may help explain the observation across deltas of near-constant down-delta nearest-edge distances (Edmonds et al., 2011). In contrast, when small islands are separated by an unstable
bisecting channel, our model implies that the channel will aggrade, providing a potential mechanism for small islands to merge and form larger islands, as observed in Wax Lake Delta (Figures 1e and 1d). Based on these mechanisms, we hypothesize that islands in the active portion of river deltas self-organize to a size range spanning the minimum size for bisection and the maximum size for stability. Therefore, in addition to developing more persistent secondary channels that better nourish island interiors, our results suggest that natural deltas might also respond to RSLR by bisecting islands, resulting in smaller islands with more connectivity to the channel network, and therefore greater accretion rates (Edmonds et al., 2011; Passalacqua et al., 2013; Piliouras & Rowland, 2020). Overall, our model suggests that as long as sediment supply in the surrounding primary channels remains sufficient, islands self-organize in such a way to keep pace with increased RSLR.

Data Availability Statement
Model code and results can be downloaded from https://doi.org/10.3334/ORNLDAAC/2106.
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